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Abstract. Haptic display with force feedback is often necessary in sev-

eral virtual environments. To enable haptic rendering of large datasets we

introduce Continuously-Adaptive Haptic Rendering, a novel approach to
reduce the complexity of the rendered dataset. We construct a continu-

ous, multiresolution hierarchy of the model during the pre-processing and

then at run time we use high-detail representation for regions around the
probe pointer and coarser representation farther away. We achieve this

by using a bell-shaped �lter centered at the position of the probe pointer.

Using our algorithm we are able to haptically render one to two orders
of magnitude larger datasets than otherwise possible. Our approach is

orthogonal to the previous work done in accelerating haptic rendering

and thus can be used with them.

1 Introduction

Haptic displays with force and tactile feedback are essential to realism in virtual

environments and can be used in various applications such as medicine (virtual

surgery for medical training, molecular docking for drug design), entertainment

(video games), education (studying nano, macro, or astronomical scale natural

and science phenomena), and virtual design and prototyping (nanomanipulation,

integrating haptics into CAD systems). Humans can sense touch in two ways:

tactile and kinesthetic. Tactile refers to the sensation caused by stimulating the

skin nerves such as by vibration, pressure, and temperature. Kinesthetic refers

to the sensation from motion and forces, which trigger the nerve receptors in the

muscles, joints, and tendons.

Computer haptics is concerned with generating and rendering haptic stim-

uli to a computer user, just as computer graphics deals with visual stimuli. In

haptic interface interaction, the user conveys a desired motor action by physi-

cally manipulating the interface, which in turn provides tactual sensory feedback

to the user by appropriately stimulating her/his tactile and kinesthetic sensory

systems. Figure 1 shows the basic process of haptically rendering objects in a

virtual environment. As the user manipulates the generic probe of the haptic

device, the haptic system keeps track of the position and the orientation of the

probe. When a probe collides with an object, the mechanistic model calculates

the reaction force based on the depth of the probe into the virtual object.
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Fig. 1. The haptic rendering processes

Several haptic techniques have been developed to haptically render 3D ob-

jects which can have either surface-based or volume-based representation. Haptic

interaction in virtual environment could be Point-based or Ray-based. In point-

based haptic interaction only the end-point of the haptic device, known as Haptic

Interface Point (HIP), interacts with the objects. In ray-based haptic interaction,

the generic probe of the haptic device is modeled as a �nite ray. The collision is

detected between this ray and the object, and the orientation of the ray is used

in computing the haptic force feedback. In this approach the force reection is

calculated using a linear spring law F = kx.

In visual rendering several techniques are used to enhance the interactivity

and improve the realism of the rendered objects. Smooth shading and texture

mapping are good examples of these techniques. Similar algorithms are used in

haptic rendering to convey the tactual feeling of the inspected objects. Some of

these approaches have been adapted from graphics rendering while others have

been developed exclusively for haptic rendering.

2 Previous Work

In this section we overview some of the work done in haptics rendering for virtual

environment applications. Haptic rendering has been found to be particularly

useful in molecular docking [3] and nanomanipulation [19].

Randolph et al. [13] have developed an approach for point-based haptic ren-

dering of a surface by using an intermediate representation. A local planar ap-

proximation to the surface is computed at the collision point for each cycle of

the force loop. The reaction force vector is computed with respect to the tangent

plane. This approach has one major drawback { undesirable force discontinuities

may appear if the generic probe of the haptic device is moved over large distances

before the new tangent plane is updated. An improvement to this method has

been presented by Salisbury and Tarr [17].

Basdogan et al.[2] have developed a ray-based rendering approach. The generic

probe of the haptic device is modeled as a line segment. They update the sim-

ulated generic probe of the haptic device (stylus) as the user manipulates the



actual one. They detect collisions between the simulated stylus and the virtual

objects in three progressively nested checks: (a) the bounding boxes of the vir-

tual objects, (b) the bounding box of appropriate triangular elements, and (c)

appropriate triangular elements. They estimate the reaction force by using a

linear spring law model.

Ruspini et al. [16] introduce the notion of proxy on the haptic system as a

massless sphere that moves among the objects in the environment. They assumed

that all the obstacles in the environment could be divided into a �nite set of

convex components. During the update process, the proxy attempts to move to

the goal con�guration using direct linear motion.

Gregory et al. [8] have developed an eÆcient system, H-Collide, for comput-

ing contact(s) between the probe of the force-feedback device and objects in the

virtual environment. Their system uses spatial decomposition, a bounding vol-

ume hierarchy, and exploits frame-to-frame coherence to achieve a factor of 3 to

20 in speed improvement.

Polygonal or polyhedral descriptions are often used to represent objects in

virtual environments. The straightforward haptic rendering of these objects of-

ten does not convey the desired shape for the user. Morgenbesser and Srinivasan

[15] have developed force shading, in which the force vector is interpolated over

the polygonal surfaces. Haptic rendering has also been successfully pursued for

volumetric datasets [1] and for NURBS surfaces [4]. The sensations of touch

have been conveyed to the human tactile system using textures generated by {

force perturbation and displacement mapping. Force perturbation refers to the

technique of modifying direction and magnitude of the force vector to gener-

ate surface e�ects such as roughness [14]. In displacement mapping the actual

geometry of the object is modi�ed to display the surface details. To improve

the realism of the haptic interaction such as the push of a button or the turn

of a switch, friction e�ects have been introduced. Friction can be simulated by

applying static and dynamic forces in a direction tangential to the normal force.

2.1 Haptic Rendering

The haptic rendering process involves the following three steps:

{ Initializing the haptic device interface and transferring the dataset represen-

tation from the user data bu�ers to the haptic device drivers or API bu�ers.

This step may require translating the data from the user representation to

match the haptic API representation.

{ Collision detection between the elements representing virtual objects and

the probe of the haptic device. Such detection becomes much more complex

when the probe has multiple dynamic �ngers.

{ Estimating the force that the haptic device needs to apply to the user's hand

or �nger. This force is fed to the generic probe.

We would like to reduce the overhead for the above three steps. Di�erent ap-

proaches could be used to achieve this goal. A simple way could be subdivide the



dataset into disjoint cells (using octree or any other spatial subdivision) during

pre-processing. Then at run-time the cells which are within some threshold dis-

tance from the probe pointer are considered in the collision detection and force

feedback estimation. This approach has two drawbacks. First, the selected cells

may eliminate part of the force �eld that a�ects the user. For example, when

haptically rendering a surface as in Figure 2 the user may sense incorrect force

when using spatial subdivision. Second, if the user moves the probe pointer too

fast for the application to update the cells, the user could perceive rough (and

incorrect) force feedback. Another approach to reduce the above overhead could

be to reduce the complexity of the dataset through simpli�cation. Several di�er-

ent levels of detail could then be constructed o�-line. At run time, an appropriate

level is selected for each object. However, switching between the di�erent levels

of detail at run time may lead to noticeable changes in the force feedback which

is distracting. Also, if the objects being studied are very large, this method will

provide only one level of detail across the entire object.

Probe Cursor

Selected Region

Surface 

Fig. 2. The use of spatial subdivision may result in incorrect sense of the force �eld

In this paper we introduce Continuously-Adaptive Haptic Rendering { a novel

approach to reduce the complexity of the rendered dataset { which is based on

the View-Dependence Tree introduced by El-Sana and Varshney [6]. We use

the same o�-line constructed tree and at run time we use a di�erent policy to

determine the various levels of detail at the di�erent regions of the surface.

2.2 View-Dependent Rendering

View-dependent simpli�cations using the edge-collapse/vertex-split primitives

include work by Xia et al. [20], Hoppe [10], Gu�eziec et al. [9], and El-Sana and

Varshney [6]. View-dependent simpli�cations by Luebke and Erikson [12], and De

Floriani et al. [5] do not rely on the edge-collapse primitive. Klein et al. [11] have

developed an illumination-dependent re�nement algorithm for multiresolution

meshes. Schilling and Klein [18] have introduced a re�nement algorithm that is

texture dependent. Gieng et al. [7] produce a hierarchy of triangle meshes that

can be used to blend di�erent levels of detail in a smooth fashion.



View-dependence tree [6] is a compact multiresolution hierarchical data-

structure that supports view-dependent rendering. In fact, for a given input

dataset, the view-dependence tree construction often leads to a forest (set of

trees) since not all the nodes can be merged together to form one tree. The

view-dependence trees are able to adapt to various levels of detail. Coarse de-

tails are associated with nodes that are close to the top of the tree (roots) and

high details are associated with the nodes that are close to the bottom of the

tree (leaves). The reconstruction of a real-time adaptive mesh requires the de-

termination of the list of vertices of this adaptive mesh and the list of triangles

that connect these vertices. Following [6], we refer to these lists as the list of

active nodes and the list of active triangles.

3 Our Approach

We have integrated view-dependent simpli�cation with haptic rendering to al-

low faster and more eÆcient force feedback. We refer to this as as continuously-

adaptive haptic rendering. Similar to graphics rendering, Continuously-adaptive

haptic rendering speeds up the overall performance of haptic rendering by re-

ducing the number of triangles representing the dataset. In our approach we do

not need to send the complete surface to the haptic system. Instead, we send

a surface with high details in the region close to the generic probe pointer and

coarser representation as the region gets far from the generic probe.

3.1 Localizing the View-Dependence Tree

The the construction of view-dependence trees results in dependencies between

the nodes of the tree. These dependencies are used to avoid foldovers at run

time by preventing the collapse or merge of nodes before others. Therefore,

these dependencies may restrict the re�nement of nodes, might have otherwise

re�ned to comply with the visual �delity or error metric. In order to reduce such

restrictions we reduce the dependencies between the nodes of the tree. We can

reduce the dependencies by localizing the tree, which refers to constructing the

tree to minimize the distance between the nodes of the tree.

We de�ne the radius of a subtree as the maximumdistance between the root

of the subtree and any of its children. We are currently using the Euclidean

distance metric to measure the distance. We can localize a view-dependence tree

by minimizing the radius of each subtree. Since we construct the tree bottom-

up, the algorithm starts by initializing each subtree radius to zero (each subtree

has only one node). Each collapse operation results in a merge of two subtrees.

We collapse a node to the neighbor which result in the minimum radius. It is

important to note that our algorithm does not guarantee optimal radius for the

�nal tree. In practice, it results in fairly acceptable small radius.



3.2 Levels of Detail

When haptically rendering a polygonal dataset we need to detect collisions be-

tween the probe and the dataset and compute the force that the probe supplies

the user at very high rates (more that 1000 Hz). The triangles close to the probe

contribute more to the force feedback and have a higher probability of colli-

sion with the probe. The triangles far from the probe have little e�ect on the

force-feedback and have a smaller probability of collision with the probe.

In our approach we use high-detail representation for regions near the probe

and coarser representation farther away. We achieve this by using a bell-shaped

�lter as in Figure 3(a). In our �lter, the distance from the haptic probe pointer

dictates the level of detail of each region. This �lter could be seen as a mapping

of distance from the probe pointer to the switch value (switch value is the value

of the simpli�cation metric at which two vertices had collapsed at the tree con-

struction time). The surface close to the probe should be displayed in its highest

possible resolution in order to convey the best estimation of the force feedback.

In addition, regions far enough from the probe can not be displayed at less than

the coarsest level. We were able to achieve further speed-up by changing the

shape of our �lter from bell-shaped to multiple-frustums shape. This reduces

the time to compute the switch value of an active node, which needs to be exe-

cuted for each node at each frame. Figure 3(b) shows the shape of the optimized

�leter. This change reduces the computation of distance (from the probe) and

cubic function (which we use to estimate the bell-shaped �lter) to �nd the max-

imum di�erence along any of the three axes x, y, and z. We also allow the user

to change some of the �lter attributes that determine the relation between the

level of detail and the distance between the probe pointer.

(a) (b)

            

Fig. 3. Ideal verse optimized �lter

At run time we load the view-dependence trees and initialize the roots as

the active vertices. Then at each frame we repeat the following steps. First, we

query the position and the orientation of the probe. Then we scan the list of

active vertices. For each vertex we compute the distance from the probe posi-

tion, determine the mapping to the switch value domain, and then compare the



resulting value with the switch value stored at the node. The node splits if the

computed value is less than the switch value and the node satis�es the implicit

dependencies for split. The node merges with its sibling if the computed value

is larger than the switch value stored at the parent of this node and the node

satis�es the implicit dependencies for merge.

After each split, we remove the node from the active-nodes list and insert its

two children into the active-nodes list. Then we update the adjacent triangle list

to match the change; and insert the PAT triangles into the adjacent list of the

newly inserted nodes. The merge operation is carried out in two steps, �rst we

remove the two merged nodes from the active-nodes list, and then we insert the

parent node into the active-nodes list. Finally, we update the adjacent-triangles

list by removing the PAT triangles list and merging the two merged nodes tri-

angles (the interested reader may refer to the details in [6]). The resulting set of

active triangles is sent to the haptic interface.

4 Further Optimizations

We were able to achieve further speedups by �ne-tuning speci�c sections of our

implementation. For instance, when updating the active-nodes list and active-

triangles list after each step we replace pointers instead of removing and inserting

them. For example after split, we replace the node with one of its children (the

left one) and insert the second child. Similarly in merge we replace the left child

with its parent and remove the other child. Even though the active lists are lists

of pointer to the actual nodes of the tree, still their allocation and deallocation

requires more time because it relies on the operating system.

The haptic and graphics bu�ers are updated in an incremental fashion. Since

the change between consecutive frames tends to be small, this results in small

changes in the haptic and graphics bu�ers. Therefore, we replace the vertices

and triangles that do not need to be rendered in the next frame with the newly

added vertices and triangles. This requires very small update time that is not

noticeable by the user.

Since the graphics rendering and the haptic rendering run at di�erent fre-

quencies we have decided to maintain them through di�erent processes (which

run on di�erent processors for a multi-processor machine). The display runs at

low update rates of about 20 Hz, while the haptic process runs at higher rates of

about 1000 Hz. We also use another process to maintain the active lists and the

view-dependence tree structure. At 20 Hz frequency we query the haptic probe

for its position and orientation, then update the active lists to reect the change

of the probe pointer. Finally, we update the graphics and the haptic bu�ers. In

this scenario, the graphics component is updated at 20 Hz and runs at this rate

while the haptic component runs at 1000 Hz and is updated at only 20 Hz. To

better approximate the level of detail when the user is moving the probe fast,

we use the estimated motion trajectory of the probe pointer, and the distance

it has traveled since the previous frame to perform look-ahead estimation of the

probe's likely location.



5 Results

We have implemented our algorithm in C++ on an SGI ONYX2 with in�nite

reality. For haptic rendering we have used the PHANToM haptic device from

SensAble Techologies with six degrees of input and three degree of output free-

dom. The haptic interface is handled through the GHOST API library (from

SensAble Techologies). This haptic device fails (the servo loop breaks) when it

is pushed to run at less that 1000 Hz frequency.

CHR OFF CHR ON
Dataset Triangles Average Average Average Average

Frame rate(Hz) Quality Frame rate (Hz) Quality

CAD-Obj1 2 K 1500 good 1500 good

CAD-Obj2 8 K 600 bad 1200 good

Molecule 20 K | breaks 1000 good
Terrain 92 K | breaks 1000 good

Table 1. Results of our approach

We have conducted several tests on various datasets and have received en-

couraging results. Table 1 shows some of our results. It shows results of haptic

rendering with (CHR ON) and without (CHR OFF) the use of continuously-

adpative haptic rendering. For medium size datasets the haptic device works for

some time then fails. When the datasets become larger the haptic device fails

almost immediately because it was not able to run at the minimum required

frequency. This failure could be the result of failing to �nish the collision detec-

tion process or the failure to �nish the force �eld estimation process. Reducing

the dataset size using our algorithm enables successful haptic rendering of these

datasets. Figure 4 shows the system con�guration we used in our testing. In our

system the mouse and the haptic probe pointer is used simultaneously to change

and update the viewed position of dataset. Figure 5 shows high level of detail

around the probe pointer (shown as a bright sphere in the center).

Fig. 4. Our system con�guration
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Fig. 5. Haptic rendering of terrain dataset, the yellow sphere is the haptic probe pointer

6 Conclusions

We have presented the continuously-adaptive haptic rendering algorithm, which

enables haptic rendering of datasets that are beyond the capability of the current

haptic systems. Our approach is based upon dynamic, frame-to-frame changes in

the geometry of the surface and thus can be used with any of the prior schemes,

such as bounding volume hierarchies, to achieve superior acceleration of haptic

rendering. Haptic interfaces are being used in several real-life applications such

as molecular docking, nanomanipulation, virtual design and prototyping, virtual

surgery, and medical training. We anticipate that our work highlighted in this

paper will achieve accelerated haptics rendering for all of these applications.
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